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IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Benzinga prides itself as a media platform that is "For
the People, By the People." We understand the markets are scary right now. For
that reason, we are here to help. For today only get access to our #1 Options
Newsletter for only $1.
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Elon Musk expressed his support for the therapeutic potential of
psychedelic drugs.

The Space X and Tesla  CEO shared his opinion on psychedelic
substances in a Q&A at the CodeCon event on Tuesday.

“I think generally people should be open to psychedelics,” said Musk after being
asked his opinion by Ronan Levy, executive chairman of Field Trip Health 

 , which is one of the companies taking
psychedelic substances to legality in what has become known as the “psychedelic
renaissance.”
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In recent years, a number of companies went public with plans to advance
psychedelics such as LSD, ayahuasca and psilocybin mushrooms through FDA
approval for the treatment of several mental health conditions and other
indications.

“You’ve spent a lot of time talking about outer space, and I want to ask you about
inner space. What role do you think psychedelics may have in addressing some of
the more destructive tendencies of humanity?” Levy asked Musk.
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“A lot of people making laws are kind of from a different era,” Musk replied. “As
the new generation gets into political power, I think we will see greater receptivity
to the benefits of psychedelics.”

Benzinga’s Take: In recent years, Elon Musk’s opinions have proven to have an
overwhelmingly strong influence on the markets.

Earlier this year, the billionaire entrepreneur’s influence on the crypto markets was
made apparent when he single-handedly affected the prices of cryptocurrencies
like Bitcoin  and Dogecoin DOGE/USD.

As the market for psychedelic medicines grows larger, comments from highly
influential figures like Musk could have a strong impact on the industry’s ability to
raise capital, which is largely derived from the public’s opinion and support for the
sector.

Photo: Daniel Oberhaus at Wikimedia Commons.

 

If you are not using this trading strategy, you are leaving
money on the table...
If you are blindly looking up and trading stocks the way 99% of traders are, you
are missing on HUGE potential returns. Even new traders who started following
this options trading strategy instantly began seeing a new perspective in how the
markets move. With even two trades per month with this strategy, you will start
seeing the difference in your trading strategies. Don't waste any more time
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platform built for new traders, you will be taken step by step by a former hedge
fund trader who managed billions of dollars. This is exactly what Benzinga Trading
School is doing by helping traders overcome the initial challenges and to help
them thrive and to learn how professionals earn a consistent profit in any market
condition. For today only, you can try Benzinga Trading School yourself for 7
days risk free.

 
BENZINGA CANNABIS CONFERENCE
The greatest investors and entrepreneurs in Cannabis are gathering in New York City this
Fall! Don't miss out.
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Profit From Marijuana
Stocks
Alan Brochstein’s 420 Investor is the go-to
community for investors to learn, explore,
and profit from the marijuana companies.
The main goal of 420 Investor is to
provide real-time, objective information
about the top marijuana companies in the
market in order to help investors capitalize
on cannabis.
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EV/NTM Revenue multiple of the ten
largest Canadian LPs by market cap. The
blue line shows the same ratio for the ten
largest U.S. MSOs.

Cannabis Movers

Gainers Losers

Company Ticker Price ±% Buy
Stock

Nine Energy Ser… $3.94 12.89% Buy/Sell

Mexco Energy $22.07 10.68% Buy/Sell

Greenlane Hldgs $0.2884 9.41% Buy/Sell

HEXO $0.2695 6.73% Buy/Sell

Cronos Group $3.03 5.57% Buy/Sell

OrganiGram Hol… $1.14 5.56% Buy/Sell

Cara Therapeutics $8.88 5.46% Buy/Sell

Aurora Cannabis $1.62 5.19% Buy/Sell

Urban-gro $6.15 5.13% Buy/Sell

Neptune Wellne… $0.147 4.85% Buy/Sell

ReneSola $5.14 4.68% Buy/Sell
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Benzinga is Hiring
We're an experienced team that is looking
for a smart, driven, self-starter who has a
high-level awareness to anticipate things
that need to be done or comes up with
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experience for our users.
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CANNABIS NEWSLETTER!

Never miss out on the breaking news in
the Cannabis Industry!
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